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Introducing: Create Summary Invoices in SAP Business Network

Feature Description

This feature enables suppliers to create a 

summary invoice based on multiple 

purchase orders and ship notices by using 

the Orders to summary invoice tile.

Key Benefits

• Reducing the number of invoices to 

create and manage for suppliers.

• Reducing the number of invoices to 

approve and pay for buyers.

Applicable Solutions

• SAP Business Network 
for Procurement

• SAP Business Network 
for Supply Chain

Audience:

Buyers & Suppliers

Enablement Model:

Customer configured
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Enablement Steps & Notes

Buyer enables transaction rule Allow suppliers to send summary invoices to this account

Available in the: 

1. Default transaction rules

2. Supplier group rules

3. Country-based invoicing rules
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Prerequisites and Restrictions

Prerequisites

 None

Restrictions

 The feature is not available to standard account suppliers
 Orders that can be invoiced together must have the same value in:

1. Customer

2. Company Code

3. Currency

4. System ID*

 Orders that can be invoiced together must all either have Taxes at the header or taxes at the line items

* System ID is used to separate the orders by from what buyer system the order was received from
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1. As an accounts receivables specialist, I 

want to create one invoice that 

references items from multiple orders.

2. As an accounts payables specialist, I 

want to process one invoice that 

references items from multiple orders.

User Stories
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Feature Details

In tile Orders to invoice in the 

supplier transaction workbench, 

suppliers can see purchase 

orders that can be invoiced 

together grouped by:

1. Currency

2. Customer

3. Company Code

4. System ID (not visible)

Suppliers can select: 

a. all orders in a group or

b. individual orders

by clicking on the checkboxes.

After having selected orders, the 

supplier can click on Create 

invoice.

Orders grouped by 
Currency, 
Customer, 

Company Code

Select all orders in a 

group

Select individual 

orders in a group

Tile Orders to 

invoice

Click on Create 
invoice
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Feature Details

Orders that can be invoiced together are always grouped by Customer, Currency, and Company Code.*

The supplier can however add additional grouping criteria by clicking on the      icon on top of the list of orders, 

select tab Column grouping, and drag and drop a column from the available columns list to the grouping columns 
list.

Default grouping

New grouping

Default grouping New grouping

* Column Order group is also amongst the fixed grouping columns. This column is used for technical reasons to ensure the grouping is indexed and intact.
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Feature Details

When the supplier clicks on Create invoice, the supplier has two options:

1. Create invoice by POs – The invoice is created for the selected orders

2. Create invoice by entire group – The invoice is created for all orders 

that reside in the grouping where the supplier had selected orders. This 

option should be used if the supplier wants to invoice for all orders in the 

group when not all orders in the group are displayed in the listing page
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Feature Details

If the buyer has enabled transaction rules:

• Require suppliers to include only shipped quantities on invoices

• Require references to ship notices on invoices

for the supplier, the supplier can only invoice orders that have associated ship notices that have a shipped quantity 

that has not yet been invoiced. When the supplier clicks on Create invoice after having selected such orders, the 

supplier must select the ship notices for those orders that have not yet been invoiced and that the supplier would 
like to create an invoice for.
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Feature Details

The header values on the orders may be different, so after the supplier has clicked on Create order, the supplier 

has to select which order to use to default values to the invoice header. 
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Feature Details

The invoice lines on the Create invoice page are grouped by the order from which they were flipped.

When an order group is expanded, the supplier can edit the invoice items and take actions on them.



Thank you
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